AUSTRALIA’S FIRST
DIGITAL ART GALLERY

Owned and Created by

thelume.com

A FRESH APPROACH TO ART
AND CULTURE
Enchanting, educational, accessible, interactive, immersive.
No more tiptooeing through unnervingly silent galleries and viewing
paintings in small frames.
THE LUME Melbourne is an Immersive, multi sensory experience
using images, video and music.
Production company Grande Experiences’ exhibits have been seen
in more than 164 cities around the world by 20+ million people.
Our mission is to change the way people experience art, enrich the
lives of our guests and make art more accessible.
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ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE
Powerful and beautiful imagery is projected via 150+ Barco
projectors onto a tapestry of surfaces over 3000 square meters,
up to four stories tall and choreographed to a stirring musical
score where audiences are transported to 19th century Paris and
European countrysides.
Each exhibit is a 45 minute feature followed by 3 contemporary
featurettes from our Local Digital Artists Program and a short
immmersive video from THE LUME’s Presenting Partner. Full
program is approximately 90 minutes. Guests are welcome to stay
for as long as they like.
Curated collection of fragrances are also diffused throughout the
space over each viewing.
Beyond the main hall THE LUME also contains an interprative
education area, an interactive art room where guests can learn to
draw like the masters and shareable moment such as the Sunflower
Infinity Room, Van Gogh’s bedroom, Monet’s Bridge and ‘Beneath
The Lilies’ infinity room.
AN EXPERIENCE UNLIKE NO OTHER

Shareable

Adaptable

Unique

Accessible

Timed Entry

Open Spaces

COVID-19 MANAGED EXPERIENCE

Safely Distanced

Contact-less
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Monet & Friends Alive at THE LUME concept render
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Van Gogh at THE LUME Melbourne
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Street Art Alive concept render
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Italian Renaissance concept render
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THE LUME
LOCAL DIGITAL ARTIST PROGRAMME
THE LUME Local Digital Artist Programme aims to foster and celebrate the talent of established and
emerging digital media artists by providing a highly-visible, powerful showcase on the world stage at
Melbourne’s newest cultural attraction icon – THE LUME.
Select artists and collectives are invited to create a 5-minute piece showcasing original digital art. Each
piece will be rewarded financially and given a truly unique exposure opportunity.
Presenting rights available
FEATURETTES IN 2022

COLOURFUL DREAM
By 77 Productions

INSIDE OUT
By Harrison Grant

OUR STARRY NIGHT
By Ross Calia

A mesmerizing and abstract elemental (fluid & earth) dream sequence
about Van Gogh creating and preparing his paints for his creative
exploration. Colourful pigments and clear liquids bind and form the
beautifully vibrant collisions of colour from Van Gogh’s paintings, revealing
hidden objects in a fluid-filled dream.

Inside Out is a surrealist journey through time and space. Bridging the gap
between a physical reality and a stylized perspective of the extraordinary,
Inside Out descends through layers of modernism scenes bursting with
shapes and colour. Emotional, cinematic and bizarre, it is a homage to the
artistic mind of Vincent Van Gogh.

A work that is thematically based on astronomy, Our Starry Night will invite
the audience to experience music, dance, and the night sky in a new and
inspiring way.
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INTERPRETIVE &
EDUCATION AREAS
Before entering the gallery audiences pass through our interprative
area where they can learn more aboutt the Impressionist movement
and life and times of the artist.
Dedicated educational areas for school groups and young minds
to engage playfully and meaningfully with the subject matter in a
COVID-safe way.
THE LUME’s schools program will reflect the fundamental
connection between creativity, critical thinking and problem
solving. Essential STEAM skills that are vital to today’s students and
tomorrows innovators.
THE LUME’s art studio allow guests to harness their ‘inner artist’
and learn to draw in the stye of the master through different
video tutorials. The studio will be inspired by Monet’s art studio in
Giverny.
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FOOD & BEVERAGE,
RETAIL & EVENTS SPACE
Premium food and beverage themed to the experience.
For the inaugural Vincent van Gogh experience, guests are offered
a tasty array of Dutch and French foods and beverages to enjoy
during the experience at the Café Terrace 1888.
For Monet & Friends the restaurant will be inspied by two of Paris’
most famous restaurants - Les Deux Magots and Cafe Des Flore.
Retail - Visitors to THE LUME Melbourne have the opportunity to
purchase premium, exclusive Van Gogh merchandise, including
programs, books, art, apparel, homewares, gifts and accessories as
well as Australian-made designer items at The Shop.
THE LUME Melbourne has also become the premier event
destination for large-scale corporate events and television
productions including AFL and Masterchef episodes.
The space can accommodate anywhere from 200 – 1200 guests
for exclusive client events. As well as welcoming smaller corporate
groups on the Mezzanine for small breakfasts or cocktail events,
for group sizes ranging from 40 – 100.
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THE LUME - VENUE

LARGEST

TIMEOUT #34

2
3,000m
DIGITAL GALLERY

4
STOREY
HIGH
PROJECTED IMAGES

150
PROJECTORS

$2m+
MARKETING CAMPAIGN

DIGITAL GALLERY IN
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

DELIVERING 9,000 MINUTES
OF IMMERSIVE ART EVERY HOUR

TIMEOUT’S GLOBAL LIST OF TOP
EVENTS

YEARLY

50+
HIGH-PROFILE

OPEN
364
DAYS PER YEAR

$15m
INVESTMENT

100,000
P.A
TOURISTS

CORPORATE EVENTS YEARLY

TO TRANSFORM THE VENUE
AND CREATE THE EXPERIENCE
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THE LUME AUDIENCE
KEY INSIGHTS & REACH

OVER 500K
VISITORS IN 6 MONTHS
ESTIMATED 750,000+ IN YEAR ONE

18–35

YEAR OLD FEMALES
ARE MAIN TICKET PURCHASERS

65.2%
FEMALE VISITORS

100,450

5,418,967
FACEBOOK REACH

1,513,631
INSTAGRAM REACH

2,068
VISITORS

$3.5m
SPENT ON MERCHANDISE

47%
VISITORS STAY

DATABASE REACH

IN 5 MONTHS, NOV – APR

19.3%
RETURNED VISITORS

ON AVERAGE PER DAY

FOR AN AVERAGE OF 1.5 HOURS

627
COVERS SERVED DAILY
IN OUR THEMED CAFÉ
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THE LUME AUDIENCES
HELIX PERSONAS
LEADING LIFESTYLES
Focused on success, career and family. People in the Leading Lifestyles
Community are proud of their prosperity and achievements. They are big
spenders and enjoy cultured living to the max.

METROTECHS
Socially aware, successful, career focused and culturally diverse. They are
trend and tech focused and committed experience seekers, who spend big
on the best of city life.

HEARTH & HOME
Closest to the average Australian, life revolves around the home for these
contented Australians who embrace conventional family life. Home is an
expression of their status & achievements.
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AUSTRALIA IS EXCITED
ABOUT THE LUME

100m+
IMPRESSIONS
IN 6 MONTHS

HERALD SUN

TODAY SHOW: LIVE WEATHER CROSSES

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD

DOMAIN

ESCAPE: SUNDAY MAIL ADELAIDE

7 NEWS MELBOURNE (SYNDICATED NATIONALLY)

9 NEWS MELBOURNE (SYNDICATED NATIONALLY)

FAIRFAX: TRAVELLER
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WHY PARTNER WITH US?
• Align yourself with one of Australia’s most exciting new cultural events and be seen as a
brand that supports the arts and innovation.
• Engage with consumers in a meaningful way in a space where they are highly engaged
• Brand awareness - Be seen by over 750,000 visitors each year
• Headline-making public relations that brings your brand deeper into culture, closer to
Millenials and Generation Z fans worldwide.
• Targeted, measurable amplification of your message through THE LUME’s always-on
marketing campaigns.
• Access to a powerful database of culturally aligned consumers

KEY PARTNER BENEFITS
• Private events / venue takeovers for partners - product launches, press conferences, dinners/
cocktail parties private viewings
• Presenting Partner able to show a 30 second branded immersive 360 degree video between
each session
• Potential for naming rights/ presenting rights to key areas at THE LUME including restaurant,
Local Digital Artists Program, Mezzanine, Monet’s Bridge. Water Lilies room and other
shareable moments at the exhibit

Collaborate with THE LUME to create a compelling,
authentic and distinct presence in the cultural world.

• Logo inclusion in all advertising for THE LUME ($2 million+ marketing campaign including
print, outdoor, digital, social, broadcast, web)
• Impactful custom events, activations and experiences that bring your brand, stakeholders and
fans together where it matters most.
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THE LUME PRESENTS A WORLD CLASS
PLATFORM TO ELEVATE YOUR BRAND,
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES.
CONNECT WITH AUDIENCES IN A SPACE
WHERE THEY ARE HIGHLY ENGAGED.
WORK WITH THE LUME TO BUILD UNIQUE
ACTIVATIONS TO ENHANCE ATTENDEES’
EXPERIENCES.
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THE LUME Indianapolis

ABOUT GRANDE EXPERIENCES

The most anticipated experience of
the year in Mexico City is captivating
attendees, who venture into a sensory
journey like no other of its kind.

Grande Experiences is a Melbourne-based leading art and culture production
company dedicated to enriching the lives of people around the world with
immersive journeys of discovery.

Forbes Mexico
Van Gogh Alive completely breaks with
the traditional museum concept and
introduces us fully into the painter’s
universe from a most surprising point
of view.

Their exhibits have been seen by over 20 million people.
Grande Experiences owns and operates the Museo Leonardo da Vinci in a
prestigious location in Rome, and have recently opened our latest permanent cultural
attractions, THE LUME Melbourne and THE LUME Indianapolis in partnership with
Newfields with more to come.

Conde Nast Traveler Spain
Van Gogh Alive lets you peek into the
heart of the painter and connect with
him… both deeply and subtly.
CNN Life

VAN GOGH ALIVE
London

MONET & FRIENDS
Sydney

LEONARDO DA VINCI
– 500 YEARS OF GENIUS
Ottawa
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GLOBAL EXHIBITIONS
210+ EXPERIENCES

I

165+ HOST CITIES

I

32 LANGUAGES

I

6 CONTINENTS

I

20+ MILLION VISITORS
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THE LUME MELBOURNE

PREVIEW VIDEO
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To discuss partnering with THE LUME
please contact:
PAUL KENNEDY
T: +61 411 125 779
E: paul@kennedyandpartners.com
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